New Weather Delay Schedule for All Schools 2019-2020

New for the 2019-20 school year, all DPS schools (regardless of start time) will be delayed by two hours if a Weather Delay is called by DPS. This Weather Delay Schedule is designed to provide school buses additional time to pick up students and reduce student wait time in severe weather. The decision to close or delay school will be made by the superintendent based on information provided by representatives from DPS Transportation Services, transportation agencies and the weather bureau. Review this flier outlining the process in the event DPS calls a weather delay. Visit the DPS Transportation Weather page for more information.

In the event of a weather delay, all Discovery Link Early Riser programs will begin at 8:30AM rather than 6:30 AM. Kadoodles will be cancelled.

Discovery Link offers quality programming before and after school, during school breaks and on school dismissal days at over 40 sites across the district. Our programs run from 6:30am until the school bell rings in the morning, and in the afternoon from dismissal until 6:00pm. Discovery Link offered full-day summer programming at 11 sites in 2018.

At many of our sites, the Department of Extended Learning and Community Schools works with enrichment programs and community partners to provide a variety of engaging experiences for our students. Please click HERE to learn more about our Neighborhood Centers.

Discovery Link programming relies solely on tuition and grant-funding. The program is not funded by the District's General Fund.